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Introduction

With about 1.4 billion deaths worldwide, lung cancer is still the leading cause of cancer-related mortality [1]. However, historical separation into small-cell lung cancer and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is no longer adequate considering that morphological [2], immunohistochemical [3] and molecular characterization [4–6] of NSCLC entities significantly affect the prognoses of the patients and, thus, relevant clinical decisions in terms of appropriate therapy selection [4, 6]. For example, NSCLC patients harboring activating mutations of the EGFR gene or translocations of ALK [7] have a significantly better outcome when treated with tyrosine kinase inhibitors compared to standard chemotherapy [4, 6, 8].
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Abstract

Minimally invasive diagnostic techniques are increasingly being used to obtain specimens for pathological diagnosis and prediction. Referring to lung cancer, both endobronchial and endoesophageal ultrasound are used worldwide as diagnostic routine methods. Consequently, an increasing number of pathological samples are cytological and fewer are histological. On the other hand, the requirements for specific and sensitive tumor subtyping complemented by predictive analyses are steadily increasing and are an essential basis for evidence-based treatment decisions. In this article we focus on the cell block method as a helpful tool for diagnostic and predictive analyses in lung cancer and point out its advantages and disadvantages in comparison to conventional cytological and biopsy specimens. Furthermore, we retrospectively analyze the diagnostic results of the cell block method in a high-volume center over 5 years. The main advantages of cell blocks are the availability of established and validated protocols, archiving and the opportunity to have serial sections from the same specimens to provide or repeat molecular analyses. Actually, in case of tumor progression, even additional biomarkers can be tested using the original cell block when re-biopsies are not feasible. The cell block method should be considered as a reliable, complimentary approach to conventional cytological or biopsy procedures, which is helpful to fulfill the increasing requirements of high-quality diagnostics and prediction.
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Molecular pathological analyses of respective biomarkers are usually performed with different methods using tumor tissue and are frequently established in pathological institutions [9, 10]. Methodologically, Sanger sequencing [11] is widely used in pathological institutions and potentially allows for the detection of all mutations in the analyzed exons; however, more sensitive methods for mutation detection are available and next generation sequencing approaches will likely take the lead in the near future. Major limitations of Sanger sequencing refer to a lack of sensitivity since a tumor content of about 30% (without microdissection) is required for reliable results [12]. Therefore, one important aspect for reliable results is the amount of tumor in the analyzed specimens which needs to be sufficient for more and more complex morphological, immunohistochemical and molecular tumor subtyping. Hence, there is an increasing number of guidelines and recommendations to be considered for standardized and evidence-based material processing, analysis and reporting of the results [10, 13–16].

Aspects of Tumor Sampling

Even in the recently published guideline of the American College of Chest Physicians it is clearly stated that the nowadays minimal invasive diagnostic techniques should be used as the first test [17]. Therefore, besides conventional transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA), endobronchial ultrasound and endoesophageal ultrasound, and especially the combination of both, are increasingly used worldwide as the primary diagnostic methods [18–21]. However, this also means that most of the available material is shifted from being histological to cytological. Therefore, the diagnostic yield of cytological specimens has to be improved. In general, the total number of tumor cells is the most important issue for molecular analyses, especially if there is no option for microdissection.

Cell Blocks for Diagnostic and Predictive Analyses

Up to now there have been only a few recommendations for molecular biomarker tests using cytological specimens. Round robin trials as established for tissue specimens [9, 10] would be essential for the establishment of an international, quality-approved standard. Within this context respective algorithms need to be defined considering both the requirements for diagnostic and predictive analyses.

Major advantages of conventional cytological specimens are the intactness of the cell nuclei and the high DNA quality, usually allowing good morphological and especially molecular analyses, e.g. fluorescence in situ hybridizations (FISH). Limitations refer predominantly to the limited number of tumor cells. Furthermore, changes of the original specimen by microdissection for molecular analyses, for example, may pose a problem considering the archiving requirements of original slides, since relevant diagnostic features may no longer be evident. In such cases image-guided documentation of the slides are mandatory prior to the dissection of tumor cells. In addition, established criteria for predictive analyses using tissue specimens must be adapted to the cytological specimens in some cases [22].

Among the advantages of cell blocks, archiving of the specimens is of utmost importance. With the availability of established and validated protocols (see below), cell blocks provide the opportunity to cut serial sections from the same specimens, even weeks or months after the initial diagnoses or when the tumor relapses and rebiopsies are not feasible. Furthermore, changes to the original slide due to molecular analyses (microdissection) can be avoided. Molecular analyses can even be repeated or complemented by other methods using the available serial sections [23]. Disadvantages of cell blocks compared to conventional cytology approaches refer to the sometimes reduced morphological quality (due to the spin down during processing), although others have even reported cell blocks to be helpful for a better demonstration of architectural patterns compared to ThinPrep specimens [24]. Moreover, one has to consider that cell nuclei are cut as in conventional biopsy specimens, which needs to be considered, for example, for FISH evaluation. The amount of extracted DNA for molecular analyses is consequently reduced compared to intact cells in conventional cytology probes. The following points need to be considered for molecular analyses using cell block material: (1) at least 50–100 tumor cells are required for respective analyses, as few as possible contaminated with non-neoplastic cells, and (2) specimens should be fixed with buffered formalin (defined pH and buffer capacity) – Bouin’s solution should be avoided because the picric acid results in DNA damage and thus significantly impairs molecular analyses.

The preconditions for reliable molecular analyses using cytological specimens are experience, high expertise in cytology and sufficient technical equipment, as well as a direct communication between the histopathologists and cytologists involved in the case and those who perform the
molecular analyses in order to ultimately correlate all respective results. It is emphasized that cell blocks do not replace conventional cytological procedures (smears, cytospins) but are especially helpful as a complementary approach [24, 25] to fulfill the requirements of reliable and high-quality predictive biomarker analyses. Cell blocks allow different diagnostic (hematoxylin and eosin, histochemistry, immunohistochemistry) and predictive molecular analyses, long-term archiving and processing of relatively large amounts of body fluids with high diagnostic yield, for example using TBNA material of several needle passages. After sampling, cytological probes should be kept within a temperature of 2–8 °C (not frozen) or suitable fixatives (e.g. neutrally buffered formalin).

There are various protocols published for the preparation of cell blocks [24, 26–32], usually using the plasma-thrombin method or agar to obtain coagulated probes. However, at least in Germany, the Gauting protocol is frequently used and was also optimized and validated for several years by members of the Working Group for Pulmonary Pathology of the German Society for Pathology [33]. The following protocol was approved in a multicenter setting and is suitable and reliable for all kinds of molecular analyses (see also fig. 1).

(1) Fill the cytological probes in a centrifuge tube and spin down with 4,000 U/min for 10 min (fig. 1a).
(2) Transfer the supernatant into another tube for storage – it is recommended to do some smears from the sediment.
(3) Add 1–2 ml of formalin to the sediment and mix it thoroughly (fig. 1b), spin down shortly (4,000 U/min) after 15 min and remove the supernatant.
(4) Slowly add 2–3 T drips of protein glycerol (for example from Morphisto GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany, Ref...
The herein described cell block protocol was applied over a period of 5 years. The presented data of 631 pulmonary or mediastinal lesions refer to a retrospective analysis of all cases potentially suspicious for malignancy (unclear pulmonary lesion). Diagnoses were grouped in 'sarcoidosis' when clear non-necrotizing granulomas were evident, 'tumor' when cytology alone was sufficient for a reliable tumor diagnosis, 'suspicious for malignancy' when additional analyses were required to rule out or to confirm malignancy, or 'no specific diagnosis' when there were no cytological correlates for the clinically described lesion. Cases in which additional immunohistochemical analyses were performed were further grouped in 'tumor' if a final tumor (sub-)typing was possible, 'no tumor' if a tumor diagnosis could not be substantiated or 'no material on serial sections'. In a few cases the final tumor subtyping was achieved using biopsy material obtained in parallel ('tumor subtyping on biopsies'). Taken together, in 35% of all cases a specific diagnosis was possible using cell block specimens. In 21.5% of the nondiagnostic cases ('no specific diagnosis') a final diagnosis was made in biopsies obtained in parallel. HE = Hematoxylin and eosin, IHC = immunohistochemistry, PAS = periodic acid-Schiff stain, SCLC = small-cell lung cancer.

**Fig. 2.** Retrospective analyses of the diagnostic yield of the cell block method in lung cancer diagnostics. The herein described cell block protocol was applied over a period of 5 years. The presented data of 631 pulmonary or mediastinal lesions refer to a retrospective analysis of all cases potentially suspicious for malignancy (unclear pulmonary lesion). Diagnoses were grouped in 'sarcoidosis' when clear non-necrotizing granulomas were evident, 'tumor' when cytology alone was sufficient for a reliable tumor diagnosis, 'suspicious for malignancy' when additional analyses were required to rule out or to confirm malignancy, or 'no specific diagnosis' when there were no cytological correlates for the clinically described lesion. Cases in which additional immunohistochemical analyses were performed were further grouped in 'tumor' if a final tumor (sub-)typing was possible, 'no tumor' if a tumor diagnosis could not be substantiated or 'no material on serial sections'. In a few cases the final tumor subtyping was achieved using biopsy material obtained in parallel ('tumor subtyping on biopsies'). Taken together, in 35% of all cases a specific diagnosis was possible using cell block specimens. In 21.5% of the nondiagnostic cases ('no specific diagnosis') a final diagnosis was made in biopsies obtained in parallel. HE = Hematoxylin and eosin, IHC = immunohistochemistry, PAS = periodic acid-Schiff stain, SCLC = small-cell lung cancer.

Remark: Adding histological dyes is not necessary since the cytological material is usually visible due to the admixture of blood. Furthermore, eosin can lead to an increased autofluorescence of the cells which might be critical for FISH analyses.

5) Immediately detach the coagulated material from the bottom with an applicator (fig. 1d, e) and take care that the removed probe is not completely round but has some clear landmarks in the periphery, which allows for a much better recognition of tumor cell-containing areas in serial sections and is especially helpful for subsequent microdissection by a pathologist or even the technical personal (fig. 1f).

6) Place the probe in a cassette, further processing analogous to conventional histological specimens.

Remark: Adding protein glycerol and repeated centrifugation is only necessary if no spontaneous coagulation occurs.

After establishment and improvement of the protocol by different pathological institutions and working groups, the diagnostic results were retrospectively analyzed in a single center over 5 years. The respective data are provided in figure 2.
Discussion

Since the vast majority of patients are inoperable at diagnosis, there is usually only sparse tumor material available. In order to fulfill the increasing requirements of high-quality diagnostics and prediction for lung cancer, rational usage of the tissue as well as optimization of respective methods and algorithms is essential [13, 15]. In up to 40% of cases the diagnoses are made on cytological material [34]. Furthermore, one must be aware that especially patients with nonresectable tumors might benefit from targeted therapies. All available material should be tested for established predictive biomarkers. In NSCLC cases with unclear histomorphology, which is actually the case in up to 30% of biopsies, the required phenotyping by immunohistochemical markers should be done with a few specific and sensitive immunomarkers (TTF-1, napsin, p63, CK5/6) in order to save tumor material for subsequent predictive analyses.

Essentially, all additionally required analyses for subtyping or prediction can be performed using cytological material [22, 34–40]. The main advantage of cytological specimens, compared to biopsy specimens, comes from the fact that they are usually less contaminated by non-neoplastic cells which might hamper specific and sensitive analyses. In contrast to many protocols reported before (see above), which are often inconvenient or time consuming and thus not suitable in a routine pathology setting, the herein reported, independently validated protocol for the preparation of cell blocks has the advantage of an improved handling of the coagulated material. In contrast to the plasma-thrombin method the protocol results in a firm specimen. Thus, there is no risk of losing material during the transfer of the probe or subsequent processing. Furthermore, all necessary compounds are commercially available, have no hazardous potential and, most importantly, do not result in DNA damage. Therefore, it is suitable for fast and reliable diagnostic and predictive analyses under routine conditions.

Considering that molecular diagnostic approaches are becoming more and more sensitive and mutations can already be detected in free-circulating DNA, usage of pooled human plasma samples for cell block preparation of other individuals might also be critical with respect to potential contaminations. However, respective data are so far missing.

Based on the various aspects outlined above and according to our experience, the following points are recommended in order to improve the quality of predictive molecular analyses using cytological specimens. Independently from the respective method, as much tumor material as possible is required by pathologists in order to provide high-quality diagnostic and predictive analyses. Sputum and bronchoalveolar lavage specimens should be combined with another approach to gain sufficient amounts of tumor cells (TBNA or biopsy approaches). If a transport of the specimens is required, this should be done in liquid form using suitable fixatives or at 2–8°C. Freezing of the specimens should be avoided.

Besides smears or cytospins, preparation of a cell block from each cytological probe should be aimed for in order to optimize the subsequent molecular analyses. We recommend preparation of cell blocks immediately after a malignant diagnosis has been made using the sediment of the original probe stored at 4°C. For reasons of efficiency, we prepare cell blocks from endobronchial ultrasound-TBNA material and all specimens suspicious for malignancy immediately from the beginning of the diagnostic procedures.

All kinds of diagnostic or predictive analyses can be performed using cytological or sparse biopsy material. Even if only cytological material is available, predictive analyses should nevertheless be performed.

In conclusion, even sparse tumor material can be used for diagnostic and predictive analyses without significant restrictions considering the outlined limitations. The discussed aspects of various biopsy approaches and processing of the specimens are of increasing relevance in the multidisciplinary care of lung cancer patients.
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